June 26, 2019

Greg Hancock
Executive Director
Housing Authority of the City of Cheyenne
3304 SHERIDAN Street
CHEYENNE WY 82009

Dear Greg Hancock:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY00200002219D

This letter obligates $299,851 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $1,236,246. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
June 26, 2019

April Thompson
Executive Director
Rock Springs Housing Authority
233 C Street
ROCK SPRINGS WY 82901

Dear April Thompson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY00300000119D

This letter obligates $68,404 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $282,024. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Kathy Johnson  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of the Town of Douglas  
120 S 5TH Street  
DOUGLAS  WY  82633

Dear Kathy Johnson:

SUBJECT:  **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY005000000119D

This letter obligates $15,595 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $64,297. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
June 26, 2019

Erika Potter
Executive Director
Lusk Housing Authority
POBox 117
LUSK WY  82225

Dear Erika Potter:

SUBJECT:  Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY00800000119D

This letter obligates $14,176 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019,
representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019.
The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim
eligibility of $58,448. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the
interim eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility
determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The
program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once
all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level
may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
June 26, 2019

Marcia Beals
Executive Director
Hanna Housing Authority
2021 Beryl Ct
Hanna WY 82327

Dear Marcia Beals:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY01000000119D

This letter obligates $24,015 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $99,012. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
June 26, 2019

David Albrecht
Executive Director
Evanston Housing Authority
155 APACHE Drive
EVANSTON WY 82930

Dear David Albrecht:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY01300000119D

This letter obligates $44,522 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $183,557. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see:


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Gregory Hancock  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of the City of Buffalo  
351 S CEDAR Street  
BUFFALO WY 82834

Dear Gregory Hancock:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN WY0150000119D

This letter obligates $16,080 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2019, representing the project’s interim obligation for the months of July, August and September 2019. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year (CY) interim eligibility of $66,296. For more information on the methodology used to establish both the interim eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Adjustments will be made based on the approved CY 2019 HUD-52723. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all CY 2019 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may change from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs